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MAHASANKALPAM :: CHITTOOR DISTRICT



Subject : social studies { 4,5,15,16} Time: 1hour



Test – 4 {English Medium}



Marks: 25



Section –I I.Answer all the question:



3X1= 3



1.What is the importance of western disturbances over northern India? 2. Write any two water harvesting structures of Hiware bazar? 3. What do you know about an idea of pan Africanism? Section –II II. Answer all the question: 4.Observe the table and answer the following Question: Year incident 1906



Muslim leagueformation



1942



Quit India movement



1946



Direct Action Day



3X2= 6



a. what is the slogan given by Gandhi during Quit India movement b. what is the importance of 1906 in Indian National Movement? 5. The current global warming trend is called Anthropogenic global warming. Comment on it? 6 .Describe the processes of inflow in the context of water resource? Section – III Answer the questions given below. These questions have internal choice 3X4=12 7.Make a list of various reasons for the partition of our country? [or] Integration of various princely states into the new Indian nation was a Challenging task Discuss. 8. Observe the below table and answer the following questions Sun yat -sen



Nationalism, Democracy, Socialism



Chiang Kaishek



Militarized the Nation



Mao Zedong



Peasant Revolution



Hochi minh



The chairman of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam



a.What were the principles of sun yatsen? b.Who was a major leader of CCP {Chinese communist party c. who sought to militarise the nation (China) d.Vietnam was a colony of which country? [or] In what ways is water bought and sold in your area and for what purposes ? Do You think there should be some checks and balances for this? Discuss.



9. Observe the map given below and answer the questions?



1. Name the state that the south- west monsoon touch first. 2. From which sea the south- west monsoon begin? 3. On which date the south –west monsoon enter into Gujarat state 4. What is the period of the south- west monsoon in India. { or} Locate the followings in world out line map . 1.Indonesia 2. South koria3. Pakistan 4. Vietnam Write the CAPITAL LETTERS showing the correct answer for the followingquestions in the brackets



10. In which year did the government of India abolish the privy purses and titles used by the former princely families [ ] A . 1981 B. 1971 C. 1991 D. 1973 11.Identify the true statement 1. Sardarpatelwas given charge of unification of princely state 2. In1947 wavell was replaced as viceroy by mountbatten A. only 1is true B. only 2 is true C. Both1and 2 true D. Both are false



[



]



12.Sarejahan se Achha was written by A. Mohammad Iqbal B. KaberC. Rehmat Ali



[



]



13. In 1931 which country was the third largest rice producing country A.China B. Bangladesh C. India D. Vietnam



[



]



14. The ocean comparing with land A.absorbs and loses heat more fastly B. absorbs and loses heat more slowly C. A and B are true D. A and B are false



[



]



D. None of the above



15.Which of the following states share the water of thungabhadra [ ] A. AP, Telangana B. Telangana, Karnataka C.AP,Karnataka D.AP, Telangana, Karnataka 16.The climate of India is affected by the movement of upper air currents known as_ [ A. ocean currents B. Jetstream’s C. Gulf Stream D. None of the above



]



17.Brahmaputra is known as in Tibet A. Tsangpo B. Dihang C. Padma



]



[ D. Lohit
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